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MAGIC SKY DRONE ZONE
 
 
If you and your family are attending this year’s Norsk Høstfest,
don’t miss the opportunity to fly a drone! Join us in the MAGIC
Sky Drone Zone for one-on-one lessons from Minot’s industry
experts, SkySkopes, free of charge! The MAGIC Sky Drone
Zone will be located in Stockholm Hall, booth 19, during the
Norsk Høstfest from September 27-30, 2017. 
 
The MAGIC Sky Drone Zone is hosted by eSmart Systems,
Robot Aviation, SkySkopes, Ackerman-Estvold, and MADC. As
industry experts representing different fields in the Unmanned
Aerial Systems (UAS), you’ll have the opportunity to learn
anything UAS related. Previously featured as keynote speakers
during the annual Business to Business Seminar, these
companies could help fulfill MADC’s initiative to make Minot the
go-to city for UAS operations.
 
For people of all ages, including children, make sure to stop by
the MAGIC Sky Drone Zone for this fun and engaging
experience during the Norsk Høstfest! SkySkopes, a leading
drone service provider, will have at least four pilots manning
the booth and giving hands-on drone flying lessons. SkySkopes
(who opened an office in Minot in 2016) features the most
qualified UAS pilots in the country. Asked to assess the
disastrous hurricane Harvey and Irma, SkySkopes is a national
leader in UAS flight operations and the MAGIC Sky Drone Zone
is a great opportunity to learn from the best. Whether it’s
recreational or educational, if you know anyone interested in
the UAS industry make sure they don’t miss the MAGIC Sky
Drone Zone!
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The MAGIC Sky Drone Zone coincides with MADC’s MAGIC Sky
Initiative. Make sure to stop by booth 19 in Stockholm Hall, for
a hands-on drone flying experience! Click here to learn more
about the MAGIC Sky Initiative and Minot’s UAS opportunities. 
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